
  

Exoplanet discovery:
Finding candidate non-transiting bodies.



  

Emphasis on capturing a 
low amplitude signal.
● Unbroken sequence at a 

given cadence. Timing is 
more important than 
rigorous magnitudes.

● Tracking. i.e. Keep the 
stars on the same pixels.

● Dealing with extinction 
imaging under 30 
degrees altitude.

● It’s not variable star 
photometry but it’s 
similar.



  

Anatomy of an Exoplanet Transit.
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Exoplanet Transit Timing Variation:
Discovery possibilities.

Holman, M. J., & Murray, N. W. (2004), The Use of Transit Timing to Detect Extrasolar Planets with Masses as Small as Earth , 
retrieved from https://arxiv.org/pdf/astro-ph/0412028v1.pdf 18 January 2018.



  

Exoplanet Transit Timing Variation:
Discovery Possibilities.

Holman, M. J., & Murray, N. W. (2004), The Use of Transit Timing to Detect Extrasolar Planets with Masses as Small as Earth , 
retrieved from https://arxiv.org/pdf/astro-ph/0412028v1.pdf 18 January 2018.

"Future surveys for transiting extrasolar planets, including the 
space-based mission Kepler (1), are expected to detect 
hundreds of Jovian mass planets and tens of terrestrial mass 
planets. For many of these newly discovered planets, the 
intervals between successive transits will be measured with an 
accuracy of 0.1–100 minutes. We show that these timing 
measurements will allow for the detection of additional planets 
in the system (not necessarily transiting), via their gravitational 
interaction with the transiting planet. The transit time variations 
depend on the mass of the additional planet, and in some cases 
Earth-mass planets will produce a measurable effect." (Holman 
& Murray 2004)

EXoPlanetary trANsit Search with an Internation Observational Network
And that is the project with Pulkovo Observatory, St. Petersburg, Russia.

Perform transit timings for 52 known Exoplanets.
These timings may reveal other extra-solar planets down to Earth size.



  

What might these variations look 
like in the data?

Source: Carl Knight/Ngileah Observatory

First contact

First contact? First contact?

Fourth contact

Fourth contact?

Fourth contact?

i.e. Differences in contacts, durations and transit midpoints.



  

Tres-5 b – An example.
Sokov et al., (2018), Transit timing analysis of the exoplanet TrES-5 b. Possible existence of the exoplanet TrES-5 c, MNRAS 480(1)

Observed – Calculated (O-C)
O-C: Exoplanet Transit Database http://var2.astro.cz/ETD/etd.php?STARNAME=TrES-5&PLANET=b 2022-08-27

http://var2.astro.cz/ETD/etd.php?STARNAME=TrES-5&PLANET=b


  

Tres-5 b Transit duration.
Source: Exoplanet Transit Database http://var2.astro.cz/ETD/etd.php?STARNAME=TrES-5&PLANET=b 2022-08-27

http://var2.astro.cz/ETD/etd.php?STARNAME=TrES-5&PLANET=b


  

Analysis of O-C
Quick discussion: 

How might the perturbation of a transiting body by a non-transiting body
appear in O-C and transit duration?

How might we ferret it out?

Frequency Analysis of O-C Tres-5 b
Sokov et al., (2018), Transit timing analysis of the exoplanet TrES-5 b. Possible existence of the exoplanet TrES-5 c, 

MNRAS 480(1)



  

What can cause that 99 day signal?
Sokov et al., (2018), Transit timing analysis of the exoplanet TrES-5 b. Possible existence of the exoplanet TrES-5 c, MNRAS 480(1)

Ideas?
Broadly, different bodies of different masses in various orbits with various 
resonances with the orbital period of the transiting body.

Finding candidates.
Modelling dynamic three body systems (star-planet-planet). From “Mars M ≈
0.1MEarth to the mass of brown dwarf M = 30 MJup...at the resonances
1:2, 2:3, 1:3, 3:4, 2:5, 3:5 and 4:5” until “the best agreement of model and 
observed data was obtained for 2 cases.”



  

The deciding factor.
Sokov et al., (2018), Transit timing analysis of the exoplanet TrES-5 b. Possible existence of the exoplanet TrES-5 c, MNRAS 480(1)

Radial velocity to the rescue.

Option 1: Resonance 1:2 with the mass of the third body MPlanet_2 ~ 0.24MJup.

Option 2: Resonance 1:3 with the mass of the third body MPlanet_2 ~ 3.15MJup.

P=2.96(d) MPlanet_2 ~ 0.24MJup would
produce an RV of 20-40ms-1

P=8.89(d) MPlanet_2 ~ 3.15MJup would
produce an RV of greater than 400ms-1

Admittedly limited RV measures of the
host star, Tres-5, in this case show an
RV that is less than 400ms-1



  

In summary transit timing variation 
(TTV):

● Allows us to infer (hypothesise) the presence of additional non-transiting 
bodies.

● We expect non-transiting bodies to perturb the orbit of the transiting 
body and to contribute to, but not exceed, the radial velocity (RV) found 
of the host star.

● These perturbations will appear as variations in transit times and transit 
durations.

● These variations will have some cyclic nature that we can analyse by 
frequency analysis of observed – calculated (O-C) transit times.

● Model star systems can be produced and compared to the actual 
observations to generate potential star-planet-planet systems that might 
produce the calculated frequency that is found analysing O-C.

● Using other observed properties of the system under study, we can rule 
out models that cannot fit the observations.

● These hypothesised non-transiting bodies are candidates for 
observations by larger/more capable instruments.
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